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118 west freeway traffic report

North bound just south of **180*** - South Sac ID: 201128SA00307CHP ARRIVED ON THE SCENE @ Nov 28 2020 10:50AMNov 28 2020 6:18PM[143] CORR LANE 142 F35****Nov 28 2020 4:09PM[135] A112-108 OID 019356 11/28/2020 15:09:05 A18102 1. SUSPECT VEH... FORD F-350 2007, P/U, WHITE COLOR, VEH REAL BOARD.... 11348H2 (NONE CONNECTED TO VEHICLE), 22655,5(B) VEHICLE CODE - EVIDENCE
TOW.2. 2016 APACHE UTILITY TRAILER, BLACK COLOR, 4NZ6374, 1 REAR PLATE, 22655.5(B) VEHICLE CODE - EVIDENCE TOWNov 28 2020 3:46PM[130] PLATE - 8W98728 DOES NOT BELONG ON THE TRUCK THAT IT WAS ON IN LINE 127 / PLATE LEFT ON VEHICLE FOR ISU PER OID 019356Nov 28 2020 3:43PM[128] PLATE - 6C14076 WAS ON THE FRONT OD THE TRUCK IN LINE 127 // PLATE WAS LEFT
ON VEHICLE FOR ISU PER OID 019356Nov 28 2020 3:43PM[127] 2007 FORD F35 PICK-UP TRUCK WHITE - 11348H2 // NEG S/B TRAFFIC COLLISION DAMAGE / NO PLTS - OID 19356 SAEPHAN // THEN VEHICLE NEEDS TO BE ENTERED 22655*5 - CENTRAL VALLEYNov 28 2020 3:18PM[125] LANE 124 INCORRECT LOGNov 28 2020 2:29PM[121] [CHP]-PROBLEM CHANGED FROM TRAFFIC COLLISION MAJOR
INJURY TO HIT AND RUN W/INJURIES BY CHP Nov 28 2020 1:45PM[115] A112-090 ALL UNITS 98/ IN SERVICE WILL FOLLOW CENTRAL VALLEY TO TOW YARD/ WILL PROVIDE 180 INFONov 28 2020 12:25PM[110] 1039 CENTRAL VALLEY 916-457-4000Nov 28 2020 12:24PM[109] 1039 CHIMAS / COPIES DISREGARD 28 2020 12:22PM[108] 112-112 193 DISREGARD MANDATORY TOW TRUCK /START EVEIDENCE
TOWNov 28 2020 12:06PM[102] A112-090 POSS VEHICLE THEFT NEW 28 2020 12:01PM 1039 CHIMAS TO 1624 HF // 916-454-5112Nov 28 2020 11:59AM 11:59AM112-90 / TRAILER FOR PLOT / TOTAL SIZE 350 PULLING BOB CAT FULL SIZE ONTLRNov 28 2020 11:53AM [CHP]-STILL #2 BLOCKED ? Nov 28 2020 11:48AM A112-090 ABANDONED VEHICLENov 28 2020 11:03AM 1039 5 STARS TOW 916-685-7717Nov
28 2020 11:1 1:00:00 112-90 TRAILER TRUCK FOR FORD ESCNov RED 28 2020 11:00 AM 112-90 FIRE HAS #2 BLOCKEDNov 28 2020 10:59AM [CHP]-ANY LANE BLOCKED ? NOVEMBER 28, 2020 10:58AM [CHP]-CHANGED TRAFFIC COLLISION AMBULANCE PROBLEM ON THE WAY TO SERIOUS TRAFFIC COLLISION INJURY BY CHP 28 NOV 2020 10:58AM 1039 STOCKTON CC - YOU WILL BE LOOKING FOR
SV LANE 56Nov 28 2020 10:45AM BURGUNDY SUV VS UNKNOWN SEDANV 28 2020 10:45AM UNKNOWN HOW MANY VEHICLES INVOLVEDNov 28 2020 10:45AM 2 UNKNOWN SEDAN ALSO ON THE RIGHT SHOULDERNov 28 2020 10:44AM 2 SEMI TRUCKS - RIGHT HAND SHOULDER 28 2020 10:4 1AM UNIT WARNED LANE 23 November 2 8 2020 10:39AM PEDESTRIAN ALSO HIT / WAS ROLLING ON THE
FLOOR HOLDING HIPNov 28 2020 10:38AM ALL ON THE RIGHT SHOULDERNov 28 2020 10:38AM ON THE RIGHT SHOULDERNov 28 2020 10:38AM RED SUV VS WHITE SEDAN VS GRAY SEDANNov 28 2020 10:38AM VEHICLE RAN OVER TIONOV 28 2020 10:38AM CUT ACCROSS THE CENTRAL SPLITTER AND NOW HEADED SOUTH 5Nov 28 2020 10:37AM SV TRUCK DODGE WHITE PICK UP TWO 20 NEWS IN
YOUR BROWSER. CLICK HERE TO TURN ON NOTIFICATIONS. A great overturned blocked several lanes of Highway 118 in Tuesday morning up to three heavy trailers could hit the massive vehicle and move it off the road. A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane.
There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) The gallery will resume the accident of several
vehicles on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on highway 118 east on Avenida De Soto in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the hitchhiking lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform
overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily
News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth,
left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for
the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto Avenue in Chatsworth, left this large platform overturned blocking everything but the ride-hailing lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) A multi-vehicle accident on the morning of Tuesday, December 17, 2019, on Highway 118 East on De Soto
Avenue in Chatsworth, left this major overturned blocking everything but the hitchhiking lane. There were no injuries. (Photo: Jacob Salzman/Special for the Los Angeles Daily News) The large platform was involved in a multi-vehicle accident on the eastbound 118 near De Soto Avenue, where it flipped and and all except the hitchhiking lane, the California Highway Patrol reported. The Topanga Canyon Boulevard on the eastbound
ramp of 118 was also closed, the CHP said. A SigAlert was cancelled around noon. There were no injuries. LANES BLOCKED  EB SR-118 on De Soto Avenue: several lanes blocked for an unknown duration due to a multi-vehicle traffic collision involving a large overturned platform. Search for alternate routes, check back for updates — CHP – West Valley (@CHPWestValley) December 17, 2019 118 FWY UPDATE  As of
8:25 am, only hov, #4 and #5 lanes are open on EB 118 Fwy on Soto Avenue due to traffic collision involving large overturned trailer. pic.twitter.com/ZzVymzPV0T — CHP – West Valley (@CHPWestValley) December 17, 2019 118 FWY UPDATE  EB 118 Fwy on De Soto Ave – Only the HOV lane is open to eastbound traffic as 3 heavy trucks attempt to vertically uphill the large overturned platform. Topanga Cyn on the ramp to
EB 118 is also closed. pic.twitter.com/CbBIceRsau — CHP – West Valley (@CHPWestValley) December 17, 2019 118 FWY UPDATE  All lanes open eastbound at 118 Fwy on De Soto Ave. Big rig went successfully and left the highway.  pic.twitter.com/8bEZNY86BY — CHP – West Valley (@CHPWestValley) December 17, 2019 Get the latest news of the day! Don't sign traffic flow? Zoom in Closer or Refresh How to use
Antelope Valley 14 Fwy Traffic Map Traffic Flow Lines: Red Lines = Heavy Traffic Flow, Yellow/Orange Lines = Medium Flow, and Green = Normal Traffic. Black lines or no traffic flow lines could indicate a closed road, but in most cases it means that either there is not enough vehicle flow to register or traffic is not monitored. Also, if you don't see the traffic flow, you can approach to reveal localized data. If you can't control the map,
press here (to focus off the map) and try again. Traffic Incidents (beta): Each point represents a traffic or incident event, such as road construction, closure, or accident. At closer zoom levels, these points can be pressed to see more information. Once a traffic information layer has appeared, be sure to press/click any additional arrows (for example, 1 of 3) in the upper-right corner above the title to see other impact details. Legend of
Impact: Major Criticism Minor Low Click here to reveal CA traffic and accident TYPE: Minor type accident: Minor accident: Minor type accident: Miscellaneous Minor type: Miscellaneous Type: Miscellaneous Type: Miscellaneous Type: Miscellaneous Type: Construction Severe type: Serious construction: Serious type: Serious type: Minor type: Minor accident Minor Crash More Results in our CA-118 California Archives Photo by Fred
Camino through the LAist Pool Featured Photos on Flickr In an opinion piece published today in the Daily News, Los Angeles City Councilman Tom LaBonge (CD4) affirms the need to expand the region's rail lines to relieve traffic. LaBonge calls the current scope Red Line Subway, with its north Hollywood finish, a fraction of what our growing city needs. He suggests that the MTA expand the... Lindsay William-RossSep 2, 2010 was
seen Monday at a GMC envoy in North Hollywood. Funny sticker, but a driver alone in this vehicle still can't use hitchhiking lanes. | Photo Boris Zelkin/The Playground As state politicians closed the penultimate day of this year's legislative session, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger took the opportunity to sign two bills. One of them was the san francisco ride track bill Leland Yee. Senate Bill 535 extends the life of... Zach BehrensAug
31, 2010 Photo by GarySe7en via LAist Photos featured on Flickr More than 50 vehicles in San Bernardino and Riverside counties have been hit by projectiles in recent weeks, according to the LA Times. The California Highway Patrol believes that BBS or platoons are the objects that have broken windows of many agitated drivers. Fortunately, no one was injured and most of the rear windows were hit. Without some kind of vehicle...
Zach Behrens June 7, 2010 A shooting in Orange County this morning may have been triggered by some road rage, police told the LA Times. Around 5:37 a.m. on .m. on Penn Way 5 on the ramp in Santa Ana, the suspect was apparently annoyed that a car was in front of him, so he rolled through the window and fired, hitting the other driver in the arm. The suspect fled and the victim was taken to the hospital... Zach BehrensJun 4,
2010 As plans and fundraisers move forward to cover Highway 101 in Hollywood, a similar downtown idea will take a step next month when park district organizers host a community meeting and an open house. The event, which takes place with the Downtown Art Walk, takes place on May 13, from 16h to 18h.m. in the building of Bairro Caltrans 7. The 1-2 mile park would help connect several downtown communities and encourage
further development. He... Zach BehrensApr 23, 2010 Photo of Alberto Cueto through the pool LAist Featured Photos on Flickr They called it arroyo Seco Parkway because of its sinuous curves ideal for driving at the most moderate speeds of the time, and take the verdant landscaping and communities where it passed. But that was in 1940, and now the 110 is known as the Pasadena Highway, with dangerous curves and narrow lanes
connecting the Center to the northern neighborhoods. Work that... Lindsay William-RossMar 31, 2010 Via Metro. See the full map of the project here. Work to widen the I-405 lanes will continue to have an impact on traffic on the Westside and Sepulveda Pass as Caltrans closes parts of Sepulveda Boulevard periodically over the next two months, LA Now reports. At the end of last year, Caltrans announced some significant night
closures the 405 (some of which were postponed due to our huge storms in January) and... Lindsay William-RossMar 18, 2010 L.A. Marathon observers on the 101 Freeway in 2007 | Photo by bossco via via In addition to all street closures across the city, sunday's Los Angeles Marathon will cause the closure of about 18 highways on and off ramps, Caltrans announced today. From the early hours of the morning until the early
afternoon, you may come across some detours. Here is the full list: Hollywood Freeway (US 101) 3 a.m. at 10 a.m. - Northbound... Zach BehrensMar 18, 2010 Photo by sfxeric through the Pool LAist Featured Photos on Flickr A recently published study indicates that Angelenos living near highways experience a hardening of the arteries that lead to heart disease and strokes at twice the rate of those who live further afield, according to
lat's Greenspace blog. In an effort embarked by a team composed of researchers from USC, UC Berkeley, as well as Spain a Switzerland, ultrasound... Lindsay William-RossFeb 16, 2010 Photo by victoriabernal through the Pool LAist Featured Photos on Flickr While there are some whitening conditions now in the skies above Los Angeles, a night and morning of heavy rains caused serious damage to homes and properties as well as
created dangerous road conditions throughout the area. Road closures include the 2 Freeway which is close to 2 mi east of 210 at La Cañada-Flintridge to Islip Saddle (LA Co.); ... Lindsay William-RossFeb 6, 2010 The gigantic project to extend Highway 405 between 10 and 101 was postponed this week because of rain. Now that things seem to be calming, Caltrans has released its anticipated construction schedule for the next few
days. Weather pending, here are some of the highlights: Zach BehrensJan 22, 2010 The California Highway Patrol closed this afternoon a portion of Highway 5 in both directions on Grapevine due to snow. Snow is sticking to the Frazier Mountain Park road a mile south of Gorman making travel dangerous at this time, a statement said. I-5 North was closed in Vista Del Lago and I-5 south was closed on Grapevine. Escorts are not
being provided at this time... Zach BehrensJan 20, 2010 Highway 405 may be going for three years of this kind of thing, but highways 10 and 605 are getting some love, too. A $175 million project, scheduled to debut in winter 2012, will bring ride lanes in each direction of Highway 10 between 605 and Puente Avenue. Caltrans warns to expect lane, ramp and even some complete highway closures until Saturday morning, especially
along the 605 this week.... Zach BehrensJan 4, 2010 Party it Up! | Photo from GarySe7en via LAist Photos featured on Flickr If you're going out tonight, here are some logistics you might want to consider: Starting tonight, some freeway lanes and ramps will close for the Tournament of Roses. If you plan to take the 134, 210 or 710, read more here. And if you're driving, you might want to stop drinking and stay safe. In addition to a
saturation of the Zach BehrensDec 31, 2009 Due to heavy rains in snowy conditions, California California Patrol began closing both directions of Highway 5 on Grapevine, north of Santa Clarita, around 5:30 p.m.m. However, mandatory evacuations in the northeastern San Fernando Valley were lifted by Los Angeles authorities this afternoon.... Zach BehrensDec 8, 2009 A symposium held at Sci-Arc this past weekend featured winners
of a recent locally focused traffic design competition. Adam Christian on his blog, Urban Insights takes note of the winners of the 2nd place, fletcher studio, which proposed urban farming villages that would convert highway landfills into terraced slopes. Affiliated bungalow houses would be built next door. These developments would be a new source of 'green' jobs, employing farmers on a rotating and seasonal basis. With about 527...
Zach BehrensNov 17, 2009 Photo by pink_fish13 through the LAist Featured Photos pool on the Flickr Carpool lanes added to the Southbound 405 Freeway as part of a $167 million project opened this weekend in hopes that this will alleviate some congestion on the road. Caltrans workers on Saturday barricaded the ridelanes of Highway 405 south of the intersection of Interstate 10 south to Highway 90, CBS2 said, adding that the
last step was... Lindsay William-RossNov 9, 2009 Photo of bossco via Flickr Governor Arnold Scwharzenegger last night vetoed a bill that would limit options to complete Highway 710, which is considered the missing link to the regional highway system, according to the L.A. Times. If signed, the bill would have paraded any possibility of a surface route, thus increasing the chances of a 4.5-mile tunnel under South Pasadena,
connecting to the 134/210 highway swap. There is absolutely no need... Zach BehrensOct 12, 2009 As noted earlier today, one of seven murals made of flowers announcing the Toyota Prius 2010 hybrid vehicle was unveiled today along Highway 101 near the city center. This really isn't an announcement, at least not in the legal sense for federal regulators who aren't allowing floral landscapes to be commercial by nature. Instead, the
new marketing concept (your words) uses abstract images of the new Prius that captures the essence of your... Zach BehrensAug 18, 2009 Who knew our little highway that could be the largest and most stimulated project in the entire state. Plucked from a White House press release on california's recovery law goals ahead of schedule: Starting today, california's largest ARRA-funded project is I-405 in Los Angeles County that will be
expanded and will include several interchange updates along a 10-mile stretch of hov lanes. This project is located in an economically distressed area... Zach Behrens June 25, 2009 Several lanes remain closed in the 405 south as police search for robbery suspect who hid in a manhole near the roscoe ramps on and off the ramps. The suspects -- one was arrested -- were apparently trying to steal copper wiring from a nearby
warehouse when when when reported the theft, according to the Los Angeles police. The closure began around 3 a..m a.m., growling morning traffic on one of the world's busiest highways. Zach Behrens 16, 2009 A fiery accident last night caused the road link between the Artesia Highway (91) east to the Long Beach Highway (710) to the north, while CalTrans continues to investigate the deadly incident. California Highway Patrol
Officer David Porter explains: The truck driver was making the transition from east 91 to 710 north about 6p.m. Saturday, when the tanker fell off the road and burst into flames, spilling about 8,000 liters of ethanol, according to... Lindsay William-Ross June 15, 2009 Metro wants to test its own congestion price tag called ExpressLanes, which would allow solo drivers to access hitchhiking lanes for a price. For one year, starting in
December 2010, Metro will convert the ride lanes on the I-10 (El Monte Busway) and I-110 (Harbor Freeway Transitway) highways to toll lanes. Anyone traveling by public transport or hitchhiking would not have to pay, but solo drivers could end up paying as... Zach Behrens 8, 2009 A highway goddess (Photo from C.M./LAist Featured Photos) The California Department of Transportation told local authorities how many miles they
covered and at what cost in 2008, according to abc7.com. Here are some of the numbers: 5 million: Amount of square graffiti that was removed along the Highways of Los Angeles 7.6 million: Amount of square feet of graphite removed in the counties of LA and Ventura combined $ 2.7 million: Approximate cost ... Lindsay William-RossMar 7, 2009 Photo by Didler Burton via LAist Featured Photos on Flickr In a state bulletin (.pdf)
evaluating all districts of Caltrans, 7, which is responsible for los angeles and ventura counties, has the worst rating. In fact, it's kind of terrible, said a staff member from Councilwoman Jan Perry's office in a blogdowntown article. Here's some of the collapse: District 7 is responsible for more than 6,200 miles of track, which carry 25% of state traffic.... Zach BehrensFeb 26, 2009 Photo by Outdoor Control Test Field via LAist Photos
featured on Flickr Today, traffic data company INRIX released its 2nd annual list of 100 Worst Traffic Bottlenecks, which includes 33 in Los Angeles - most of which run along highways 101 and 110. Not only that, it says the obvious: we have the worst congestion in the country. Here goes... The worst bottlenecks of the LA 101 South Freeway at 101 Vermont Avenue North on Los Angeles St.... Lindsay William-RossFeb 25, 2009
Motorists attempting to travel on Highway 5 through downtown this morning were paraded for more than an hour after the death of Jaime Herrera, 25, who was hit and killed by a silver Toyota Camry around 4:30 a.m. .m.m. Herrera was running east through the northbound lanes near the Los River when it was hit, according to L.A. Now. So what was he doing in on the highway? L.A. County... Lindsay William-RossFeb 18, 2009
nopantsboy via LAist Featured Photos The storm we were anticipating appeared this morning, and is dumping rain and snow in Southern California. The snow has already caused Interstate 5 in Gorman to close, and is expected to remain closed indefinitely, L.A. Now reports. Specifically, I-5 at Grapevine is closed 6 km north of junction 126/Lake Hughes Road to the Kern County line due to... Lindsay William-RossFeb 16, 2009 An
accident involving several vehicles left at least one person dead and several others injured. Shortly before 4 .m., the Los Angeles Fire Department responded to the accident on West 10 Highway on Overland Avenue. At 4:30, it was not known how many people were injured, but D'Lisa Davies confirmed a fatality. She said some people were ejected from their cars and at least one car flipped over. A SigAlert, which... Zach BehrensDec
16, 2008 The man who was shot while driving a Bentley on Highway 101 last Friday morning downtown was identified after he died yesterday in hospital. The victim was identified as José Luis Macias. We haven't seen a shooting on a highway in a while, Lt. Paul Vernon, commander of the Central Division of Detectives, said in a statement. And this case really stands out in the number of shots fired at the... Zach BehrensDec 16, 2008
Drinking and driving is more than stupid, and we all know that making phone calls while drunk can also lead to disastrous results. And, of course, drivers who lead police officers in chases are just foolishly delaying the inevitable. Well, a smart guy did all this last night on the Southern California freeway, and added a bonus police chase for good measure. First, he called the police to them knowing that he was... Lindsay William-
RossDec 14, 2008 Charred areas include Chino Hills State Park to the north and Cleveland National Forest to the southeast | h/t to Gary Robbins on the OC Register's Sciencedude Blog for Photo Lead This is what 30,000 acres of fire-burned earth looks like, as seen by NASA's Advanced Land Imager (ALI) on NASA's Earth Observing-1 satellite. The Highway Complex Fire (also called the Triangle Complex Fire), destroyed 187
homes at the beginning of this... Zach BehrensNov 30, 2008 They are still burning, but things are calming. The Sayre Fire that started Friday night in Sylmar and moved into the Los Angeles National Forest and the Santa Clarita Valley is 85% contained as of 8.m. after burning 11,234 acres. No new structures were reported destroyed or damaged, leaving the total unfortunate in 489 homes. The cause is still unknown. Complete
containment of the Complex Triangle Fire is expected today...... Zach BehrensNov 19, 2008 The Sayre and Triangle Complex Fires in the Los Angeles area are still but the firefighters are gaining the upper hand. The 11,207-acre sayre fire that started late night in Sylmar, a los angeles neighborhood in the northeast San Fernando Valley, is 64% contained. One of the most destructive fires in the city of Los Angeles in a long time, burned
480 homes in Oakridge Mobile Home Park, as well as 9... Zach BehrensNov 18, 2008 A group of classical musicians on their way to a Riverside Philharmonic concert this weekend was on Highway 91 when the fire literally ripped through it. They took this video (goes crazy at 47 seconds) and being orchestra nerds, more appropriately gave it the soundtrack of Shostakovich's #10 Symphony (Mvt 2). I chose this song for several
reasons, but mainly because we were really on our way to play this piece in... Zach BehrensNov 18, 2008 A helicopter that drops water over the burning sun creates an orange glow in the sky at Diamond Bar (AP Photo/Marcio Jose Sanchez) The Red Flag was canceled last night when the perfect weather for the fire began to subside, making it harder for the flames to spread easily. The conflagrations still burn, however, the daily life
in the region is returning to normal this morning. TV News is no longer wall to wall... Zach BehrensNov 17, 2008 A broken bomb in the Yorba Linda Water District system left firefighters without water pressure to fight burning homes in the community of Yorba Linda. They're going to be some lawsuits, reported Rick Lozano on Fox 11 News this morning. Firefighters tried to save what they could by transporting truck water to the area and
fighting the flames with a water pump, but the lengthy process was... Zach BehrensNov 17, 2008 Here are the fires and smoke as seen sunday from a NASA satellite. The smoke, spread across the region, is much worse than last month's smoke during the Sesnon and Marek Fires (see that satellite image here). As health authorities warn, keep this in mind when you see and/or smell smoke.... Zach BehrensNov 17, 2008 The fire that
started Saturday in Corona near Green River Road and the 91 Riverside Freeway has now been dubbed the Freeway Complex fire or Triangle Freeway because of the wide stretch of land in three counties - Riverside (Corona), Orange (Yorba Linda, Anaheim Hills) and San Bernardino (Chino Hills)-- in which it is on fire. A fire in nearby Brea is being linked to this fire, and now threatens the nearby community of Diamond Bar,...
Lindsay William-RossNov 16, 2008 Due to the Triangle Complex Fire (sometimes called the Freeway Complex Fire) that affected the areas of Corona, Yorba Linda, Anaheim Hills, Chino Hills, Brea Canyon and Diamond Bar remain several highway closures. The following closures are in effect: 57 Freeway between Lambert Road and 60 Freeway; 71 Southbound at Pine to the West 91 connector; 241 North of Santiago to Highway 91;
91 Westbound to Southbound... Lindsay William-RossNov 16, 2008 See Major Map The Triangle The fire, which started yesterday morning in Corona, Riverside County, then jumped into Yorba Linda and Anaheim Hills in Orange County, traveled to Chino Hills in San Bernardino County yesterday afternoon and now poses a threat to a portion of the Diamond Bar, which is located in Los Angeles County. Mandatory evacuation orders
have been issued for the Country Estates area of Diamond Bar in the area bordered by Ambusher... Lindsay William-RossNov 16, 2008 As the Sayre Fire moves north further north in the Santa Clarita Valley and Placerita Canyon, there is some good news for residents of the San Fernando Valley affected by the fire. As of noon, all los angeles city highways that were closed by the Sylmar fires are reopened, with the exception of the
north bound ramp of the Foothill Highway (210) to Roxford Street, where repairs are underway, Reports MyFox11. Besides, they... Lindsay William-RossNov 16, 2008 View Larger Map Due to the Sayre fire, which is burning through the Newhall Pass and the Northeast San Fernando Valley, several local highways are closed as firefighters work to control the flames. Overnight, strong winds caused the fire to jump on Highway 5, and
now neighborhoods in the Reseda-Granada Hills-Porter Ranch area face the threat of flames. Do your best to avoid traveling to or through these areas, and note the following... Lindsay William-RossNov 15, 2008 Santa Ana winds will worsen in the next few hours, and finally calm down around noon. Northridge View, in the 11800 block of Reseda, is under mandatory evacuation while the fire licks on the road. Edelston Park has been
completely destroyed. Despite the proximity of the fire, Cal State Northridge will be open today. West 118 has just been reopened. The Marek Fire: The 210 is open, but onramps and... Elise ThompsonOct 14, 2008 Santa Ana winds whipped up the Marek/Little Tujunga Canyon Wildfire this morning, forcing the closure of schools and highways. More than 3,000 acres have been burned from Lakeview Terrace to Sylmar, including a
mobile park in Lopez Canyon. Highway 210 is closed from 2 to 118 and LAUSD has announced the closure of four schools: Broadous Elementary in Pacoima, Hubbard Elementary in Sylmar, Harding Elementary in Sylmar and Fenton Charter School in Lakeview... Andy SternbergOct 13, 2008 SMCM RIDES A FREEWAY from Flunky Carter on Vimeo. The Critical Mass of Santa Monica is again, this time with a little more balls (and
stupidity as many will add). Earlier this year, a different group (with many of the same members) did several motorway rides gaining a lot of attention. Check out these photos that include roller skates on the highway during rush hour.... Zach BehrensSep 24, 2008 Must highway signs that display amber alerts and travel times should also be used for advertising to help raise to our cashless state? The Schwarzenegger administration is
considering an idea from Clear Channel Outdoor that Let a billboard company update the signals for free if some kind of advertising agreement was worked out. Evil? Distraction, security, plague. The Good? If there is an Amber Alert, the digital screen can not only... Zach BehrensSep 24, 2008 In a sense, you know congestion prices if you've traveled north on Highway 15 in northern San Diego County or at 91 in Orange County and
used the express lanes where prices are variable depending on the time of day you drive. The L.A. County Transit Agency, Metro, received $210 million from the federal government to try out a road pricing plan on I-10 and I-110, writes Damien Newton of... Zach BehrensSep 18, 2008 It's not every morning we have clear skies. And depending on where you live, today may not be so different. But it's Friday. Relax. Take a deep breath
and enjoy these wonderful sunrise photos from the past, some of them from our featured lAist photo pool on Flickr.... Zach BehrensSep 12, 2008 The Freeway Blogger placing a sign near Dodger Stadium on Highway 110 | Photo from Tom Andrews/LAist Yesterday the Blogger of the Freeway came to Los Angeles to promote peace through his easy-to-make signs placed on the highways where they receive millions of impressions
passing drivers until someone passes and knocks them down. He hit at least seven points yesterday. Did you see the signs saying Peace or Peace on Earth? 10 Freeway in... Zach BehrensSep 12, 2008 The anonymous Freewayblogger is returning to Los Angeles on Thursday while on his West Coast tour that begins today in San Diego and ends in Portland on the 22nd. The Freewayblogger claims to have hung more than 4,000
signs against the war on the highways of California and the Western Usa When you put a sign next to a highway, people will read it until someone knocks it down, she writes about it... Zach BehrensSep 9, 2008 This morning, around 2:30 p.m., a 2008 lime green Porsche crashed approximately 30 feet off highway 101 west near Shoup Avenue and crashed into a parking structure on Burbank Boulevard. Once the vehicle landed, it burst
into flames, setting fire to a car parked nearby as well. The driver of the vehicle, who appeared to be alone, died in the accident. Their names haven't been released. According to another news network, the car... Lindsay William-RossAug 30, 2008 Photo via Metro A total of 5 members of the public showed up for subway congestion prices last night, or fast lanes, gathering for the 10 and 110 freeways last night in South Los Angeles.
What is this? If you've ever been on the 15north bound highway in northern San Diego County, you as a solo driver may have noticed or participated in the express lanes for a fee (carpoolers go for free). The... Zach BehrensAug 22, 2008 The sign above has been on the Santa Monica Highway since July 21. Have you ever wondered who puts signs along the highways defending some cause or other? One person is the Blogger of the
Highway who has already hovered over 4,000 4,000 Against the war on highways through California and the western U.S. The photo above is from late July, but at least five went up yesterday afternoon, according to the blogger in a... Zach BehrensAug 15, 2008 View Larger Map A motorcycle accident claiming the life of a 30-year-old man who died at the scene forced the closure of all lanes of the Northbound 110 transition to
Eastbound 91 in Carson. The accident occurred around 6:00 this morning, abc7.com, and authorities are investigating at the scene. Lindsay William-RossAug 8, 2008 For decades, a 4.5 mile distance on Highway 710 between Pasadena and alhambra has been a headache for many travelers. The freeway, which begins in Long Beach, has always been planned to be completed, but lawsuits and a historical history within the city of
South Pasadena have stopped this. In an unexpected and perhaps confusing move, the South Pasadena city council voted to support a state bill that would allow metro to seek private funding for... Zach BehrensAug 6, 2008 A pavement rehabilitation project will force the closure of lanes tonight on parts of downtown highways. Up to three lanes in the 10 between highways 101 and 110 will be closed in both directions, along with
several ramps in and out of ramps from today until Thursday, according to Caltrans (.pdf). Most closures will begin after 7p.m.m. and will pass by 5:00 a.m. .m.... Zach BehrensJul 29, 2008 The Bottleneck Blog reports this afternoon that the California Transportation Commission unanimously approved the plan in Los Angeles County to convert the ridelanes into parts of 10, 110 and possibly the 210 highways to the toll lanes. But the
blogger and the LA Times Road Sage also warn those who drive regularly on these highways not to panic... Still. The plan has yet to go through the state legislature before you're coughing... Lindsay William-RossJul 24, 2008 A large hole reported near the central divider on Highway 110 North last night turned into a total hole overnight, causing the complete closure of highway 110 north near Fair Oaks Drive at the end of the highway
before hitting surface streets in South Pasadena. The northbound closure will be in effect throughout the day today and will likely open tomorrow, a Caltrans spokesperson said by phone. However... Zach BehrensJul 17, 2008 California Department of Transportation workers assess the condition of a large hole on Highway 110 north in South Pasadena. The teams continue to work filling the hole that has spread across the left and
north center lanes. (AP Photo/Nick Ut) Jeanne Bonfilio of Caltrans called to give the latest update on the all-day closure of the Northbound 110 Freeway on Fair Oaks Blvd. Zach BehrensJul 17, 2008 Via L.A. Now, here's the 4th documented bike ride. This time it was a different group of people (you may remember crazy pictures of Crimanimalz) and they beat the 101 and 110 starting in Silver Lake.... Zach BehrensJul 8, 2008
Southbound 110 on Sepulveda Boulevard in Carson was closed last night due to an oil spill that created a slippery mess on the slopes. After the CHP closed the runways, the cleanup crews cleaned up the mess, and the 110 reopened this morning. It's unclear what caused the oil spill... Lindsay William-RossJul 6, 2008 Metrolink's ridership had a dose of adrenaline yesterday as cycling jumped to an all-time record of 50,232
passengers - a 15.6% increase since Tuesday for regional train service. Metro Rail has jumped 6% since last month (especially the golden line) and highway traffic has dropped 1.5% since last year (91.7 million miles traveled in March to 91.4 million in May), the LA Times reports. In the last week, average gasoline prices in... Zach BehrensJun 20, 2008 View Larger Map Vaughan Davies of EDAW, an urban planning and design
company, has a good idea: to cover a 100-acre section of Highway 101, or as he calls it, the Great Trench, in the center: at the top of the Great Trench - which unsightly two-thirds of a mile from Highway 101, just east of the 110 interchange between Grand Avenue and Alameda Street - which brutally cuts through the historic heart... Zach Behrens June 20, 2008 Sometimes what happens in San Francisco applies to Los Angeles.
Editor Brock Keeling picks up this sign of the times with some humor: Freeway Blogger brought these songs to our attention, placed on the viaduct above (the) I-80 east. A big message about global warming. Very good job. And also: how bad! Christmas has been cancelled!... Zach Behrens June 18, 2008 Photo of Thomas Hawk via Flickr Last Friday, Crimanimal Mass made his second bike ride on the highway during rush hour from
the drive-home. Buzzing for blocked cars, the demonstration, though illegal, raises questions. Good questions. One of the group's organizers, Morgan Strauss, 29, was quoted in the Santa Monica Daily Press (.pdf) this weekend as saying he just wanted to raise questions about transportation infrastructure. In a city ruled by cars, why is it... Zach BehrensMay 12, 2008 We're already home, aren't we? | Photo by Morgan Strauss, used
with permission A follow-up to the previous story about the bike on the freeway. The group of pilots on Friday also put this banner. We hung a 20 X 6 ft strip on the 17th Street overpass that said 'RIDE A BIKE: YOU'T BE HOME BY NOW', explained organizer Morgan Strauss. He was awake for over 48 hours. Tomorrow morning is the Blessing of... Zach BehrensMay 12, 2008 A 19-year-old woman was shot and killed this morning as
she left Highway 110 north on West Slauson Avenue Offramp. Only one witness has come forward so far for the 12:30 p..m. He said at least five shots and a truck was seen fleeing the area. After noticing that a car had still sat on the ramp for many cycles of light, the witness witness and found Samantha Padilla dead inside. News... Zach BehrensApr 10, 2008 Not only were six people injured in a collision in Pacific Palisades this
morning when an ambulance was involved in a collision, but now more Los Angeles first responders have been involved in accidents. Shortly after 2:.m a.m., a Los Angeles police car traveling on Westbound 118 collided with another car, causing all lanes on that side of the highway to shut down. From 8:30 this morning, only the car pool and the #1... Zach BehrensApr 7, 2008 Photo of Try Hank through the Pool LAist Featured Photos
on Flickr The severely decomposed body of a child was found in Santa Ana. An area resident saw a dog playing with something unusual, which turned out to be the baby, whose body was taken to the Orange County coroner's office for an autopsy. Police may now be deciding to kill 101 yesterday by suicide, reports the Daily News. Initial reports hinted... Lindsay William-RossApr 1, 2008 Good news for those in and out of Los Angeles
every day on the Northern County Highway 5: The hitchhiking lanes that have been under construction for some time are opening on Friday. The lanes are the first for Highway 5 in Los Angeles County and it's part of a larger scheme to go crazy on the ride-hailing lane in that part of town. The future runways will connect the project at 118 and 170... Zach BehrensApr 1, 2008 *UPDATE: 4:30 P.m. After six hours, the 101 eastbound on
405 was reopened. No witnesses have provided information about the incident, which is believed to be a car-to-car shooting that occurred after a dispute. Police are asking witnesses to come forward to assist in the investigation. This is the second post-car-to-car shooting at 101 in the Valley this year. *UPDATE 10:40 a.m.:O 101 east on 405 has... Lindsay William-RossMar 30, 2008 View Larger Map If you noticed the northbound
Hollywood Way closed on Burbank between Riverside Drive and Alameda Avenue, get used to it - it's scheduled to reopen in October. Caltrans tells Burbank Leader that they advise passengers to use Pass and Verdugo Avenues in the meantime. A new ramp is being built on Highway 134 to help congestion flow into the busy artery near the major studios and the Los Angeles city border in... Zach BehrensMar 28, 2008 Joe Crawford
(artlung) captures this image of last night's accident on his mobile phone | Via Flickr CC License Update: Highway 118 West should already be open. It was 11:35 .m. last night when 911 calls started reaching dispatchers. The California Highway Patrol and the Los Angeles Fire Department took highway 118 west east of Reseda Blvd. in Porter Ranch to find a burning tractor-trailer truck and two... Zach BehrensMar 19, 2008 This is
where started | Use google map to zoom in and play! 17 million people receive their news monthly via Digg.com, a powerful social news site where readers vote, ahem, ahem, about stories, eventually pushing the popular and important ones to the homepage. And in 2004, it all started here in Los Angeles, in the Westside neighborhood of Mar Vista, according to a report by CNN Money Business 2.0. Digg... Zach BehrensMar 11, 2008
Update 7:00 .m.: Sepulveda is still closed and now teams expect to open it around 9 p.m.m. Update 17:11.m.: Crews Hope to Clean Landslide by 5:30pm Rush Hour, says Fox 11 News. Update 4:04 p.m.: Power has been restored for all purposes except 700 residential customers in Brentwood and Bel Air. 11:14 a.m. .m.: This morning's landslide even caused power out at the Getty Center. Fortunately, power in... Zach BehrensMar 6,
2008 A verbal altercation turned into a shooting incident today on Highway 101. The disagreement began between the occupants of two vehicles on a surface street in Hollywood, cbs2.com said, and the suspect's car followed the other vehicle as he traveled to the North Hollywood Highway. The heated exchange escalated into gunfire when the occupants of a vehicle fired shots while on the road, injuring one passenger and grazing on
the other. With the shots bringing... Lindsay William-RossMar 1, 2008 Don't know how to end your Super Tuesday voting experience? Why not have a drink with lAist! We'll be at the Seven Grand at the 7:00 p.m. .m., and your first drink is free if you're sporting the hottest accessory in town tomorrow: your Sticker I Voted For! Only 21+, please. The body of a 32-year-old woman who fell off a cliff late Saturday morning near Chantry Flats
on Mount Wilson has been recovered. Recovery... Lindsay William-RossFeb 5, 2008 You would think that something that affects millions of American voters would be at the top of the list of talking points for each of the candidates. However, most of those seeking the highest office in the country offered little more than platitudes: When it comes to transportation, they are basically for it. Zach BehrensFeb 4, 2008 In the early hours of
Sunday, an unusual car chase took place on our local highways between the La County Sheriff's Office and a large vons platform. According to the San Jose Mercury News: Authorities say the hour-long chase began when L.A. County sheriff's deputies responded to a report that a large rig was weaving. Sgt. Dan Raimo said the driver didn't give in and went to Highway 101. The big platform ended up stopping near Cerritos and...
Lindsay William-RossFeb 3, 2008 At 1.m 1:13 p.m., the Los Angeles Fire Department warned of a small helicopter that crashed on the 110 South highway and Century Blvd. One person was dead aboard the crash. Firefighters are describing it as a small, private, possibly homemade aircraft type. The Federal Aviation Administration and the California Highway Patrol the cause of the accident, reports the LA Times. The Los Angeles
Police Department and Los Angeles County... Zach BehrensJan 26, 2008 Fairfax Avenue is the Bomb!!! Decline Decline and rising costs means less expansion and construction to help alleviate overcrowding in lausd schools. The LA Times reports that since the fall, the school system has canceled plans for 19 new schools and additions to existing campuses in South Gate, Bell, Van Nuys, San Fernando, Sun Valley and central Los
Angeles, among other areas, citing new enrollment projections. Kids, you don't mind sharing that book, don't you? Lindsay William-RossJan 24, 2008 Two fairly large but not fatal accidents in the Valley, first at 405 South in Sherman Oaks, &gt;then westbound 101 at Tarzana, morning commutes growled today. Needless to say, traffic receded until interchange 101/405 which is the busiest road interchange in the United States. This
brings up the question: where are the alternative options for crossing the 8.5-mile Sepulveda Passage between the Valley and the Los Angeles metropolitan area? At the moment, there are... Zach BehrensJan 22, 2008 So far this weekend in the Southland there have been several serious road accidents that have led to injuries, deaths, arrests and outages. In the early hours of Saturday at the Diamond Bar, a driver heading in the
wrong direction in his pickup truck on the highway transition from Highway 60 east to Highway 57 north collided with a minivan, killing his driver. As KNBC.com reports: The driver of the wrong way, who is believed to have been intoxicated,... Lindsay William-RossJan 13, 2008 A large platform carrying a load of tires collided with a sedan around 10 a.m. on Highway 5 south of 4th Street, causing a two-hour outage of major arteries
through the Center and a fire that was apparently visible more than 20 miles away. It took 60 firefighters 38 minutes to put out the flames, according to LAFD, which descended from burning vehicles to nearby palm trees, as witnessed by others... Lindsay William-RossJan 12, 2008 How many times have you seen a hard-headed driver make a stupid move on the road, only to drive alongside them and see them screaming on their cell
phones? A lot of times, I bet you. Now, a new study shows that mobile phone users also drive more slowly and make bad lane change choices, which can reduce overall traffic by up to 10%. FROM THE LA Times: Researchers at the University of Utah... Carrie MeathrellJan 5, 2008 While the presidential election is the sexy supermodel in the February 5 primary vote in California, there are three important propositions asking you to
say Yes or No when you enter that polling place or email you in your vote. Winston Churchill once said: Democracy is the worst form of government except for everyone else. So in the spirit of voting, let's take the time to open your minds to the wonderful world... Jeremy ObersteinJan 2, 2008 Yesterday, a 26-year-old man stole a Los Angeles County (LASD) patrol car for reasons leading a car chase that ended in the San Diego area.
The chase ended on i-5 south: Regino Aguilar, 26, left the car after the chase, but did not comply with the officers' orders, said San Diego Police Lt. Kevin Rooney. He then got back in the car and was literally trying to get the shotgun out of his... Zach BehrensDec 26, 2007 Hey, ma'am, you're going wrong... Oh, no, no, no, no, no, no, A woman driving east on the westbound lane of 118 near Simi Valley around 1:30 p.m. this afternoon
collided with a motorcyclist. The motorcyclist was taken to hospital for his injuries, but the elderly driver of the car in the back of the hand was not injured. See kids, learning is fun! A fifth-grade class at McKinley High school modeled their hometown... Lindsay William-RossDec 22, 2007 Anyone who travels north via The 5 during the holidays knows that once you start reaching the northern part of the Santa Clarita Valley (a few minutes
after Magic Mountain), traffic recedes, making it a slow hump over the Vine. Caltrans warns why traffic will be additionally heavy in these next thirteen days of holiday:O California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) advises drivers planning to travel on the Golden State Freeway (Interstate 5) in northern Los Angeles County... Zach BehrensDec 20, 2007 10 Freeway westbound Normandie on-ramp, 8:45 .m. Imagine a post-
apocalyptic Los Angeles without schools and without government. But the rest of us still had to go to work. Enjoy your Veterans Day Monday commute!... Andy SternbergNov 12, 2007 Did you notice anything different on your way through the Valley at the 405/101 exchange yesterday? Was it faster, smoother, safer or anything? Anyway, it should have been after two years and $46 million. This is what they did: Widened the northbound
freeway in the area to six lanes Added a ramp from Sepulveda Avenue to the north 405 The sepulveda ramps to highway 101 have been reconfigured in the... Zach BehrensOct 20, 2007 We ourselves live in the Valley, said today the president of the ADJ, Alexander Orantes, after being cleared of 16 charges of illegally dumping pollutants into the sewers of the city. Apparently, it's not the first time USC student Holly Ashcraft has
dumped her baby in a dumpster. A 30-year-old man was shot outside Belmont High School this afternoon. He stood firm and fought for his strip club in La Habra. So the... Zach BehrensAug 23, 2007 Daytime happily became an oxymoron, but in Hanson's photos even the 405 at 5:00 pm is happily traffic-free. Tim EschatonJul 29, 2007 Once driving down the Santa Clarita highway to LA on the Newhall Pass, I came across a boat. No,
not a truck pulling a boat. But a speed boat sitting on lane one (that's the farthest track on the left). He obviously got off a vehicle. But where were they? There was no one left looking distraught. THEY DIDN'T NOTICE?!!? So I called 911 because that's what you are... Zach BehrensJul 2007 Guest Day Editor LA City Nerd will join the LAist with a few posts throughout the day. Read Read introductory interview here and check out the
nerd's blog. Everyone knows that Los Angeles is the second largest city in the U.S., but here are some La City Nerd facts that you might not know... 1. La City has the largest urban forest of any U.S. city. 2. La City has the largest municipal street... LA City NerdJul 27, 2007 Accidents happening on I-5 may be the worst thing in the world. Bobby S.Jul 21, 2007 There gunna there is a little more traffic for you 'give late night travelers and
everything... Because? To remove temporary structures on the Palms Avenue Bridge. Today and Wednesday 1 of the .m at 5 a..m. Northbound 405 from Venice Boulevard to 10 P.m. and Fridays 1 a..m. 5:00 a.m.m. Southbound 405 connector I-10 to Venice Boulevard The Big Picture Closures are connected to the $167 million ride-hailing lane project in 405... Zach BehrensJul 10, 2007 LAist was comped front-row seats by the
Dodgers due to Malingering being hit by a foul ball last week, and she came back with some great shots, and earlier made fun of July 4 at Venice Beach. But the biggest stories of the week were that the Mayor's Hot Tamale was revealed, and that a Kwik-E-Mart was erected in Burbank. Phillyist was busy doing the Fourth of July right, exercising his... Tony PierceJul 8, 2007 - Pod Killer: 4 dolphins were shot and discovered between
Carlsbad State Beach and Oceanside Harbor between May 29 and June 5. - More cops, extra cones, Scott Avenue, a lane on Highway 110 = better Dodger Parking? You're going to be the judge. - Finally: The disputed Union Rescue Mission, which will serve more than 200 women and children outside Skid Row and in transitional housing, can finally open its... Zach Behrens 16, 2007 Page 2 Loyal Reader LAist Evan Price captured
this photo of a main water of some sort (hopefully it's water) shooting out of the In-N-Out through Universal City near the Vivid building today around 1:30 p.m. It's here that a smaller blog would make some kind of childish sexual insinuation about liquids gushing in the vicinity of the world's largest company, working on a phrase from Now This Is What We Call Animal Style, but... Tony Pierce June 12, 2007 With a third of the worst
highway junctions on this earth's 'freedom' according to Forbes Magazine, somehow this city still works. It must be due to the fact that Los Angeles is economically successful: that is, if we follow the theory of economist Anthony Downs, who told the Washington Post that more economic activity equates to more cars and more driving. He goes on to say that congestion will continue to be a fact of life... Zach BehrensJun 12, 2007 State
Route 99 cuts straight through the Central Valley to Sacramento via Bakersfield and Fresno (see map below). And if you get too lost in your audiobook after the 5 Angeles National Forest skirts and meanders in the middle of nowhere, you can end up in it like we did yesterday. We didn't realize our mistake until note of the multicolored flowering bushes lining the median of the highway, obscuring a large... Andy SternbergMay 17, 2007
The Major League baseball season begins tonight, with the St. Louis Cardinals beginning their title defense against the New York Mets. And, as always, with Opening Day comes optimism. Fans across the country have convinced themselves that this year the (insert local team here) will challenge the streamer and make a strong push in October. Next year is now. In no area of the country is this opening day optimism felt more
strongly... Dodger Ticket Holder #1220252Apr 1, 2007 Major League baseball season begins tonight, with the St. Louis Cardinals beginning their title defense against the New York Mets. And, as always, with Opening Day comes optimism. Fans across the country have convinced themselves that this year the (insert local team here) will challenge the streamer and make a strong push in October. Next year is now. In no area of the
country is this opening day optimism felt more strongly... Dodger Ticket Holder #1220252Apr 1, 2007 In an unexpected change of heart and funding on the Subway, last week showed us that public transportation can get an edge in Los Angeles. After announcing the extension of the LAX Green Line and the promised completion of the Metro to the Sea by 2011, Metro will announce next Friday night the Red Line Owl Service. With just
15 minutes of progress all night, drunks can stumble across their car in North Hollywood instead of in Hollywood/Highland... Zach BehrensApr 1, 2007 Dodger Stadium opened for business last night, with the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim taking advantage of Randy Wolf's $8 million arm and scoring an easy 6-1 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers in the opening game of the annual Freeway Series preseason. And while the stories
on the field (Orlando Cabrera goes 3-for-3! Russell Martin can't kick anyone out! Brady Clark makes his Dodger Stadium debut in right field and hits a 4-3 triple... Dodger Ticket Holder #1220252Mar 30, 2007 Dodger Stadium opened for business last night, with the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim taking advantage of Randy Wolf's eight million-dollar arm and scoring an easy 6-1 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers in the opening
game of the annual Freeway Series preseason. And while the stories on the field (Orlando Cabrera goes 3-for-3! Russell Martin can't kick anyone out! Brady Clark makes his Dodger Stadium debut in right field and hits a 4-3 triple... Dodger Ticket Holder #1220252Mar 30, 2007 How do you get over the hill quickly? Last night we walked our conversation, as we often do, and went to Firecracker in Chinatown after a few drinks at The
Sapphire on Ventura Blvd. When it came time to pass the hill, two routes to Chinatown were obvious: 101 all the way or take 4 different highways. Not only is it fun but the 101 to the 134 for... Zach BehrensMar 17, 2007 What would make traffic move faster in The busiest intersection of Ventura and Sepulveda (or should we say the busiest intersection of the highway in the country from 101/405)? 1. Finishing the construction of the
101/405 exchange once and for all? 2. Limit the construction schedule to 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., thus extending the construction for months. The LA Daily News reports that the northbound 405 delay on the ramp on Greenleaf St. in Sherman Oaks (south of Ventura... Zach BehrensFeb 15, 2007 Ok, so this photo is from a Kaiser Permanente commercial. But it's good to dream. As a resident of Sherman Oaks near the Ventura corridor, it's so
often that I'd like the bike path along the LA River to be completed. Once on the bike path, a trip to the Sherman Oaks Gallery or Studio City Farmer's Market would be easy. Daily trips to amenities such as groceries and office... Zach BehrensFeb 6, 2007 A huge piece of construction machinery has fallen onto the freeway in Sherman Oaks and now the north 405 will be closed until at least 4 p.m. The crane overturned around 1p.m. .m.
on Valley Vista Boulevard, said Brian Humphrey of the Los Angeles Fire Department. The crane operator was released around 2 a.m.m. and was taken to UCLA Medical Center in a serious but stable condition, Humphrey said. His exact injuries were not immediately available... Zach BehrensFeb 2, 2007 - Bono conferred two burlesque sets at Ivan Kane's Royal Jelly this week - Net Music Countdown - Jason Schmidt for the Dodgers,
best signing all winter? - Fox Sports - How to turn forgotten election signs into anti-government highway signs - Freeway Blogger - LA Alderman is on the corner of Venice &amp; Lincoln to scream traffic cures - Daily Breeze - Spike Lee to direct film on the LA 92... Tony PierceDec 9, 2006 For the divorcee with four cats We love to receive comments here at LAist, especially when we can do a follow-up. For Laurie from Crazy Aunt Purl
(who gets an average of about 70-some comments per post), who commented this yesterday: I just want the mayor to try to get into 101 in White Oak every morning for a whole week, and then we can talk about the traffic light time. If you... Zach BehrensNov 10, 2006 Year after year, vacation after vacation; we look at I-5 near Grapevine in amazement. There are only certain days when you just don't travel if you want to be efficient. It
also doesn't help when there's a closed lane: the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) advises drivers traveling during the upcoming Veteran's Day Weekend on the Golden State Highway (I-5) north of Santa Clarita, near the Vine, to plan ahead and... Zach BehrensNov 9, 2006 You see it every day. The little dashed lines that say the track is going elsewhere. Well, these are called Elephant Trails. Not officially, but that's
CalTrans's language. The official term is a little dashed white plumbing lines. According to CalTrans spokeswoman Jeanne Bonfilio, elephant trails are there communicate to you that your track will be channeling your current path to an exit or an exchange. On the streets of the city, these... Zach BehrensSep 20, 2006 One thing the LAist salivates is the many Google mashup maps that Gothamist manages to show New Yorkers. Here
in Los Angeles, we are still struggling to find a good number of Google Maps based in Los Angeles. We love RentSlicer. La Eats has potential. What are we missing here? Google Maps Mania, the unofficial Google Maps blog that tracks websites, mashups, and tools that are being influenced by Google Maps, pointed us to My California Traffic. Here you... Zach BehrensSep 15, 2006 There's nothing new about crashing your car in Los
Angeles. But this video made at 405 South last spring in the Valley is a must. CalTrans doesn't always close lanes safely, but what's up with these people? And how did this guy survive filming this? Embedding disabled by request, click on the image to see.... Zach BehrensSep 11, 2006 Between bar-b-ques, beach visits, gravitational bongloads and long trips along the coast with girls half his age, some Los Angelenos will express their
frustration with the current administration. Some will do it in public places where everyone can see it. Now here at LAist I would never advise anyone to break the law and sticker banners or large cardboard boxes on chain fences about 10 or 101 or 405... Tony PierceSep 1, 2006 Although he hasn't had sex with Monica Lewinski, there are still some Americans who think the President is an A-1 and should be expelled. Apparently, some
taxpayers were rubbed the wrong way when the President said there was adS in Iraq, but never found any; some get annoyed when oil prices triple, while the president, a member of an oil family, doesn't really seem to care; and some get their underwear... Tony PierceAug 15, 2006 After a long, long, long wait, the Dodgers are finally in the playoffs! This Dodgers team has been absolutely amazing. Despite a pitching rotation that has
been in tatters all season, the Dodgers managed an impressive 53 wins coming from behind, and 16 when losing after 8 innings. Speaking of clutch. What's so significant about this Dodgers playoff berth is that it's the first in the post-Mike Piazza era. It seemed like... Phil WallaceOct 3, 2004 After a long, long, long wait, the Dodgers are finally in the playoffs! This Dodgers team has been absolutely amazing. Despite a pitching rotation
that has been in tatters all season, the Dodgers managed an impressive 53 wins coming from behind, and 16 when losing after 8 innings. Speaking of clutch. What's so significant about this Dodgers playoff berth is that it's the first in the post-Mike Piazza era. It seemed like... Phil WallaceOct 3, 2004 2004
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